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Town of Randolph
OFFICE OF THE SELECTMEN
MINUTES OF MEETING – February 12, 2018

Members Present: Michele Cormier, Lauren Bradley, and John Turner
Linda Dupont, Kevin Rousseau, Bill Arnold
The meeting began at 7:25 PM. Following the Public Budget Hearing
Minutes of the January 22, 2018 meeting were reviewed and signed.
Vouchers were reviewed and signed.
******************
DISCUSSION ITEMS AND MOTIONS:
Bill Arnold spoke to the board regarding the Trail Head Parking area at the end of Randolph Hill Road. The parking area is normally one of the last places to be plowed during
storms and Bill has noted cars are parking along the roadway. He cleared the parking
area with his tractor in order for the people to park. Kevin thanked Bill for clearing the
area. Bill asked if the board would allow him to keep the area clear for a small fee per
storm. Lauren Bradley made a motion to employ Bill Arnold to keep the parking area
clear. Michele seconded. All agreed.
The board reviewed the suggested changes to the budget from the Budget Hearing.
This would increase the 2018 budget by $3000 or more. Michele will make the adjustments and make available the completed budget to be added to the warrant.
The board reviewed a letter from Tim Sappington with suggestions for town plowing and
the creation of wing rows at the end of driveways. The board agreed that Kevin is doing
a great job in keeping the roads clear. Tim’s concerns of wing rows at the end of the
driveways in town, is a winter issue faced by all North Country residents and is the responsibility of the homeowner. Linda will write a letter in response to Tim’s concerns.
A building permit has been received from a resident on Valley Road. After review the
board had additional questions and the permit will be placed on hold until all questions
are answered.
Steve Teczar sent a request regarding the painting of the meeting room in the town hall.
Some of the groups that use the room are not comfortable with the color and have vol-

unteered to repaint the room. Steve will contact the other groups that utilize the room
as volunteer painters. The board stated the town contracted a professional painter to
paint the room this past spring; it is unfortunate that some of the groups are not pleased
with the color. If it were to be repainted, it should be done by a professional painter.
Linda will inform Steve as to the board’s decision.
The board reviewed the donation requests from area services received by the town.
$1500 has been budgeted for these approved donations to: Tri-County Transit, TriCounty Cap fuel assistance program, North Woods Home Health and Northern Human
Service. Other organizations that have submitted petition articles for the Town Warrant
are Gorham Learning Center and the Family Resource Center.
The board reviewed several photos submitted for the cover of the 2017 Town Report.
The board agreed unanimously on the cover.
Lauren Bradley motioned to adjourn at 8:15 PM. All agreed.
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